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Question: 11 

What are the types of Objects? 

The following types of objects can be created in the universe. 

Dimension 

Measure 

Detail 

Question: 12 

What is Dimension Object? 

Dimensions are basic parameters used in analyzing the business measures. 

A Dimension object is represented as CUBE. 

Question: 13 

What is Detailed Object? 

            It provides a detailed description to the dimension object. 

Question: 14 

What is Measure Objects? 

            A Measure object returning numeric information. 

            A measure object is created with following aggregate functions Sum(), Avg(), Max(), 

Min(), Count(). 

            The default aggregate function using creating measure object is Sum(). 



Question: 15 

How many modes are there in BO & Designer? 

There are two types:  

Enterprise Mode 

Workgroup Mode 

  

Question: 16 

What is the difference between Enterprise and 

Workgroup modes? 

Designer lets you save universes in either enterprise or workgroup mode. Enterprise mode means 

that you are working in an environment with a repository. 

Workgroup mode means that you are working without a repository. The mode in which you save 

your universe determines whether other designers are able to access them. 

By default, a universe is saved in the mode in which you are already working. For example, if 

you launched a session in enterprise mode, any universe you save is automatically in that mode. 

Question: 17 

What are the advantages of Business Objects over 

other DSS? 

User Friendly. 

Familiar Business Terms. 

Graphical Interface 

Drag and Drop. 

Powerful reports in less time. 



Enterprise wide Deployment of documents using WebI 

Customized dashboards using Application foundation and Business Objects SDK. 

Question: 18 

What is User Objects? 

User objects are end-user personal objects that are not shared with other end-users. 

This is because the user objects are stored locally in a specific user object definition file. 

If an end-user tries to refresh or edit query that contains another user’s user object, the user 

object is automatically removed from the query and report. 

A user object is stored inside the Universe folder 

  

Question: 19 

What is Slice and Dice? 

Slice-and-dice mode enables you to switch the position of data in a report (for example, move 

data from columns to rows). 

Question: 20 

What are the resources that are managed by 

supervisor? 

Business objects products 

Universes 

Documents 

Repository domains 

Stored Procedure 


